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Portland Speedway, also known as Union Avenue Speedway, opened in the summer of 1936 and enjoyed a 66-year run as the leading oval
track in Portland. Originally built as a dirt track on a farmer s field in the far north of the city, the track was known for track roadsters based on
Ford s Model T, sprint cars, and stock cars. As returning servicemen discovered a love for racing, the track exploded in popularity after World
War II. The track was paved in 1946 and flourished as a center for racing; it even included a drive-in movie theater. Many notable racers,
such as Len Sutton, Rolla Vollstedt, Greg Biffle, and Mike Bliss, either started their careers at or visited Portland Speedway. But the real story
of Portland Speedway is told in the hundreds of people who made a living or simply enjoyed the racing life while competing at the Pacific
Northwest s finest track."
A car Magazine brought to you by Stance Auto Magazine created from the car street scene, cars and story's from the owners, Interviews with
people in the car street scene, find out whats going on and whats hot in the car street scene from around the world, see what people are
driving and how they are modifing their cars, what car groups and clubs are hot and active, find out how they make their cars look so good
and have so much power.Max Power might be gone but the cars live on, check them out here, Fast Ford and the other car Magazines only
show you brand new cars and reviews, who wants them? you don't you want to see street cars, old cars, classics, ricers, itasha cars and the
people behind them.If you have a hot car, why not join us in our group and we could be featuring your car and writing your story, find out
more in our Magazine
Car Marques is a unique visual compendium of over 90 automobile logos and emblems. The book is arranged alphabetically and provides a
detailed profile of each logo. Annotated diagrams highlight specific design details and reveal hidden symbolism. Includes color swatches with
CMYK values and hexadecimal codes. Visual timelines show the evolution of selected logos from their origins to today. An invaluable
resource and a perfect gift for car enthusiasts collectors designers and readers interested in the automotive industry.
Introduced in 1998, the Smart car has revolutionised our cities. Over one million Smarts have left the factory and the car itself has been a
global success. Introduced in the UK in 2000, there are now over 50,000 Smarts in the UK. This book looks at the impact of the Smart car in
the UK, and of its history and genesis beforehand.
Since its introduction in 1975, the BMW 3-series has earned a reputation as one of the world's greatest sports sedans. Unfortunately, it has
also proven one of the more expensive to service and maintain. This book is dedicated to the legion of BMW 3-series owners who adore their
cars and enjoy restoring, modifying, and maintaining them to perfection; its format allows more of these enthusiasts to get out into the garage
and work on their BMWs-and in the process, to save a fortune. Created with the weekend mechanic in mind, this extensively illustrated
manual offers 101 projects that will help you modify, maintain, and enhance your BMW 3-series sports sedan. Focusing on the 1984-1999
E30 and E36 models, 101 Performance Projects for Your BMW 3-Series presents all the necessary information, covers all the pitfalls, and
assesses all the costs associated with performing an expansive array of weekend projects.
Jeremy Clarkson is once more Driven to Distraction. Brace yourself. Clarkson's back. And he'd like to tell you what he thinks about some of
the most awe-inspiring, earth-shatteringly fast and jaw-droppingly cool cars in the world (oh, and a few irredeemable disasters...). Or he
would if he could just get one or two things off his chest first. Matters such as: * The prospect of having Terry Wogan as president * Why
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you'll never see a woman driving a Lexus * The unforeseen consequences of inadequate birth control * Why everyone should spend a
weekend with a digger Driven to Distraction is Jeremy Clarkson at full throttle. So buckle up, sit tight and enjoy the ride. You're in for a hell of
a lot of laughs. Praise for Jeremy Clarkson: 'Brilliant . . . laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny . . . will have you in stitches'
Time Out 'Very funny . . . I cracked up laughing on the tube' Evening Standard
Jeremy Clarkson puts the pedal to the floor in Don't Stop Me Now; a collection of his Sunday Times motoring journalism. There's more to life
than cars. Jeremy Clarkson knows this. There is, after all, a whole world out there just waiting to be discovered. So, before he gets on to
torque steer and active suspension, he takes time out to consider: • The madness of Galapagos tortoises • The similarities between Jeremy
Paxman and AC/DC's bass guitarist • The problems and perils of being English • God's dumbest creation Then there are the cars: whether
it's the poxiest little runabout or an exotic, firebreathing supercar, no one does cars like Clarkson. Unmoved by mechanics' claims and
unimpressed by press junkets, he approaches anything on four wheels without fear or favour. What emerges from the ashes is rarely pretty.
But always very, very funny. Praise for Jeremy Clarkson: 'Brilliant . . . laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny . . . will have you in
stitches' Time Out Number-one bestseller Jeremy Clarkson writes on cars, current affairs and anything else that annoys him in his sharp and
funny collections. Born To Be Riled, Clarkson On Cars, Don't Stop Me Now, Driven To Distraction, Round the Bend, Motorworld, and I Know
You Got Soul are also available as Penguin paperbacks; the Penguin App iClarkson: The Book of Cars can be downloaded on the App Store.
Jeremy Clarkson because his writing career on the Rotherham Advertiser. Since then he has written for the Sun and the Sunday Times.
Today he is the tallest person working in British television, and is the presenter of the hugely popular Top Gear.
Bella Swan is drafted in to interview the reclusive enigmatic Edward Cullen, multi-millionaire CEO of his company. It's an encounter that will
change her life irrevocably, leading her to dark realms of desire. The Fifty Shades trilogy was developed from a Twilight fan fiction series
originally titled Master of the Universe and published episodically on fan-fiction websites under the pen name "Snowqueen's Icedragon". The
piece featured characters named after Stephenie Meyer's characters in Twilight, Edward Cullen and Bella Swan.
For 70 years, Ferrari has produced automotive works of art to fire the imaginations of car lovers worldwide. A stellar combination of beauty,
performance, racing success, exclusivity and Italian flair have combined to make Ferrari the world's most iconic carmaker. All these traits
coalesce in the form of Ferrari's road cars. From the 125S in 1947, to the versatile 340 in the 1950s, to the stunning 250s and 275s of the
1960s, to the Daytona, to the shocking F40, to the modern era's outrageous hypercars the Enzo and LaFerrari, no other sports car
manufacturer has so consistently set the bar for style and performance. It's a near unbroken 70-year run of hits. Ferrari 70 Years lifts the
hood on Ferrari's sports car history beginning in 1947, but also touches on Enzo Ferrari's early career with Alfa-Romeo before he launched
his iconic company. Author Dennis Adler offers Ferrari owners and fans an engaging and comprehensive history of Maranello's extensive
sports car range. Adler's detailed text is accompanied by his gorgeous photography and supplemented by fascinating images from Ferrari's
historic archive. There is simply no better way to celebrate Ferrari's fantastic history.
Carolyn Castle é um dos rostos mais famosos do Reino Unido - uma estrela de novela conhecida por milhões. Mas quando ela testemunha
uma matança de gangues, ela tem que se perguntar se sua fama poderia ser a morte dela. O assassino é o carismático gangster Warwick
Richards. Um homem mais do que capaz de matar novamente para proteger seu segredo. Mas ele sabe que Carolyn o viu cometer
assassinato? Take Two é um thriller policial em ritmo acelerado e com 92.000 palavras equivale a cerca de 320 páginas.
The car industry and the way in which cars are created have changed beyond all recognition over the last half-century. Automotive styling
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was once the grudging afterthought when the engineers had finished their work. Now, following a short flirtation with exotic Italian design
houses, it has evolved into sophisticated design carried out by multitalented in-house teams honing carefully crafted brand identities. One of
the visionary designers at the forefront of that revolution has been Patrick le Quément. Most widely acclaimed for his 22 years in charge of
Renault Design, resulting in such standout models as the Twingo, Scénic and Avantime, le Quément has enjoyed a 50-year career that has
also taken in Simca, Ford and Volkswagen-Audi. In his foreword to the book, Stephen Bayley calls le Quément 'perhaps the very most
original designer working in the conservative car business at the turn of the millennium'. Some 60 million cars across the world now bear the
unmistakable stamp of le Quément. Design: Between the Lines is not a straightforward autobiography; rather, le Quément charts his journey
through five decades of thoughts, actions, failures and successes. He offers fascinating commentaries on design and the creative process,
and on some of the extraordinary automotive brands that make up our shared cultural heritage. As Bayley notes, for le Quément, design is
'as much a matter of thinking as a matter of drawing'. On a broader, more philosophical level, le Quément also shares his views about life in
general and that remarkable contraption called 'the automobile', which has so influenced the lives of millions of people the world over from the
late 1800s to the present day. Presented as a series of 50 brief essays or 'perspectives', le Quément's thoughtful and astute observations
from the street, from the design studio and from his seat in the boardroom give the reader a penetrating and often amusing insight into the
high-level workings of a global industry, its triumphs and tragedies, and the foibles of the decision-makers responsible for running it. A lively
complementary text by the automotive journalist Stéphane Geffray accompanies each of le Quément's perspectives, and illustrations are
provided by the automobile designer Gernot Bracht. Design: Between the Lines will appeal to all motoring fans and enthusiasts of good
design. As Chris Bangle, the former Director of BMW Design, remarks: 'Few car designers have had a career so filled with innovative
successes that they have inspired a whole industry; fewer still have the skills to share it. Engaging and revealing, Patrick relates his personal
experience and deep knowledge of car design in a very enjoyable manner.'
If you're looking for better understanding of your E36 BMW, look no further! See and learn how to perform routine maintenance procedures
with the highest level of clarity and comprehensiveness. This in-depth manual provides maintenance procedures for everything from brake
fluid changes to resetting the service indicator. Covers M3, 318i, 323i, 325i, 328i, sedan, coupe and convertible models 1992-98.
BMW, that most performance-oriented of car companies, had no affordable sports roadster in its line-up before 1995. Stung into action by
Mazda's revival of the classic two-seater roadster, the Germany company quickly staked its claim with the Z3, a classic long-nose, short-tail
design that used existing BMW mechanical hardware to good effect. This new book tells the story of BMW's Z3 and Z4 two-seater roadsters
and coupes, which since 1995 have been at the forefront of the affordable sports car market. The history of the Z3 and both generations of Z4
are covered as well as full specifications of all models; the formidable M Power derivatives and a guide to buying and owning. The book is
profusely illustrated with over 200 colour photographs and diagrams. Contents include: Historical background to BMW's arrival in the twoseater sports car market; Complete history of the Z3 and both generations of Z4; Full specifications of all models; The formidable M Power
derivatives; Guide to buying and owning.
Storm the Norm is a first-of-its-kind collection of contemporary stories of truly inspiring businesses and brands from India that either wrote or
rewrote the norms of their respective industries and brought in unprecedented change and vibrancy. This book features twenty such stories
from an exciting mix of categories - telecommunications (Idea), foods and beverages (Sprite, Tata Tea, Kissan, Kurkure), personal care
(Fiama Di Wills, Sensodyne), automobiles (Honda Motors, Ford and Mahindra), financial services (Axis Bank), entertainment (PVR), travel
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(MakeMyTrip) and media (The Times of India). Some of these are brands that have come from nowhere and created new categories, some
have challenged the hegemony of long-standing leaders, and some are decades-old brands which have continuously reinvented themselves
to stay on top. Drawing from her rich experience with brands in India, Anisha Motwani has created a powerful package of inspiration and
methodology. With a Foreword by insights specialist Santosh Desai and an Afterword by innovation specialist Ranjan Malik, Storm the Norm
will leave you altered. This book is replete with crucial untold secrets of businesses that made all the difference.

Since its introduction in 1997, the Porsche Boxster has earned a reputation as one of the world’s greatest sports cars, as well as a
huge, loyal following of devoted drivers. This book is aimed at those owners of Boxsters who want to improve their machines while
avoiding thousands of dollars in mechanic’s costs. Clearly and simply written, with straightforward illustrations, this manual offers
101 projects to help you modify, maintain, and enhance your Porsche. Focusing on the 986 and 987 Boxster models, 101 Projects
for Your Porsche Boxster presents all the necessary information, associated costs, and pitfalls to avoid when performing a wide
array of projects. In a word, it makes owning a Porsche Boxster an unqualified thrill.
Sierra Skye is an American swimsuit model and internet sensation who is mostly famous for an exotic picture on Instagram.
Besides, the dashing and gorgeous model is known for her modeling work for Boutine Los Angeles. According to a reliable source,
the bikini model Sierra Skye’s net worth is estimated at $1 million as of 2020. On the other hand, Sierra Skye is one of the most
lucrative bikini models in the modeling industry. Likewise, she also works for popular brands like Fashion Nova, White Fox Active,
MESHKI, Plumeria Swimwear, and Gooseberry Intimates. Sierra Skye developed her career in fashion and modeling from her
tender age. Despite being passionate in fashion from an early age, she never thought of making it a career goal. Additionally,
Sierra started in the modeling field by joining various social media platforms. She started uploading her exotic bikini pictures on her
Instagram account in May 2015. Sierra’s career peaked in the modeling industry after she met her boyfriend Roman Palumbo.
Sierra’s boyfriend Roman is a professional photographer. With help from her boyfriend, Sierra received her first modeling contract
with Boutine Los Angeles. After encouragement from her mother and boyfriend, she started focusing her career in modeling, Later,
she signed a contract with the talent agency, Elite Model Management. Subsequently, she started working as a professional model
from international fashion brands. After her impressive photoshoots, she gained huge fame as a swimsuit model. As of now, she
has over 4.2 million followers on her Instagram account.
"Marie Louise von Franz's Projection and Re-Collection is thorough in its wide-ranging exploration as both a map and a guide to
the recognition and reclaiming of projection. Von Franz skillfully brings theory to life as she builds on and further develops C.G.
Jung's research on projection". -- Julia Jewett Jungian Analyst "The book is stimulating in going to the core of psychotherapeutic
work, and invites a response from psychotherapists in general and from Jungian analysts in particular". -- San Francisco Jung
Institute Library Journal
Aimed at students, this work covers various aspects of e-business - focusing on sales and marketing, as well as detailing
procurement, supply chains, and the legal and security considerations. It contains a range of features to help you learn effectively
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including margin definitions, international case studies, activities and web links.
The R-Series BMW MINI had a lot to live up to. Launched in 2001, it was riding in the wake of the classic 1959-2000 Mini. At the
time, BMW were going to have to create something as special and innovative as its longstanding predecessor in order to silence
the naysayers. And they did. Since its launch in 2001, BMW's modern MINI has become the pinnacle of small yet funky family cars
in the premium small (and sometimes not so mall) car segment. Now in its third generation, having unveiled the new F-Series in
2014, BMW MINI offers 3- and 5-door hatchback models and convertibles, the estate Clubman, the five-door Countryman, the
Coupe, the Roadster and the three-door crossover Paceman. MINI enthusiast and motoring journalist Sophie Williamson-Stothert
explores the journey from 1959 to the present day, covering design and development of the new MINI, launch and reception by the
press, its many model variations and special editions, and an owner's and buyer's guide. Superbly illustrated with 170 colour
photographs.
William Carey takes an amazing journey as a missionary to India.
Jeremy Clarkson gets REALLY riled up in Round the Bend What's it like to drive a car that's actively trying to kill you? This and
many other burning questions trouble Jeremy Clarkson as he sets out to explore the world from the safety of four wheels. Avoiding
the legions of power-crazed traffic wombles attempting to block highway and byway, he he: - Shows how the world of performance
cars may be likened to Battersea Dogs Home - Reveals why St Moritz may be the most bonkers town in all of the world - Reminds
us that Switzerland is so afraid of snow that any flakes falling on the road are immediately arrested - Argues that washing a car is
a waste of time Funny, globe-trotting, irreverent and sometimes downright rude, Round the Bend is packed with curious and
fascinating but otherwise hopelessly useless stories and facts about everything under the sun (and just occasionally cars). It's
Jeremy Clarkson at his brilliant best. Praise for Jeremy Clarkson 'Brilliant . . . laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny .
. . will have you in stitches' Time Out 'Very funny . . . I cracked up laughing on the tube' Evening Standard

The E30 3 Series was the car that defined BMW more than any other during the 1980s, and it has gone on to become a
much-loved modern classic. This book tells the full story of the cars from the time in 1976 when work first began on the
successor to the original E21 3 Series. This new book features the story of how and why BMW designed their new
compact E30 saloon for the 1980s; the styling, engineering and specification changes introduced over the lifetime of the
model. There are full technical specifications, including paint and interior trim choices given along with a chapter on the
special US variants. Details of the M3 and the cars produced by the leading German tuners and finally, there is a chapter
on buying and owning a BMW E30.
Jeremy Clarkson knows there's more to life than cars. There is, after all, a whole world out there just waiting to be
discovered. So, before he gets on with the job in hand, he'd like to take some time out to consider the bigger picture.
Don't worry, he'll get on to the car bit eventually, but before we do, there's time to learn about: Why Galapagos tortoises
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are all mental France, reduced to the size of a small coconut Why Jeremy Paxman and the bass guitarist of AC/DC aren't
so very different The problems of being English and God's most stupid creation And then there's the cars: Whether it's
the poxiest little runabout or an exotic, firebreathing supercar, anything on four wheels is approached without fear or
favour. What emerges from the ashes is not always pretty. But it is, invariably, very, very funny.
Brace yourself, Clarkson’s back. And he’d like to tell you what he thinks about some of the most awe-inspiring, earthshatteringly fast and jaw-droppingly gorgeous cars in the world (alongside a few irredeemable disasters ...). Or he would,
if there weren’t so many things competing for his attention first. So much to get off his chest. The world according to
Clarkson is a perplexing place, filled with thorny subjects like: * The prospect of having Terry Wogan as president * Why
you'll never see a woman driving a Lexus * The unforeseen consequences of inadequate birth control * Why everyone
should spend a weekend with a digger Fearless, independent, surprising and laugh-out-loud funny, Driven to Distraction
is full-throttle Clarkson at his best; a unique look at the joys, absurdities and frustrations of modern life. With wheels.
Buckle up, get comfortable, and hold on tight. There’s no one who writes about cars like Jeremy ...
The BMW 3 Series (F30, F31, F34) Service Manual: 2012-2015 contains in-depth maintenance, service and repair
information for the BMW 3 Series from 2012 to 2015. The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical
explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself
BMW owner, this manual helps you understand, care for and repair your 3 Series. Engines (Gasoline): N20 engine: 320i,
328i, including xDrive N26 (SULEV) engine: 328i including xDrive N55 engine: 335i, including xDrive
Parents will do almost anything to get their kids to eat healthier, but unfortunately, they've found that begging, pleading,
threatening, and bribing don't work. With their patience wearing thin, parents will “give in” for the sake of family peace,
and reach for “kiddie” favorites-often nutritionally inferior choices such as fried fish sticks, mac n' cheese, Pop-sicles,
and cookies. Missy Chase Lapine, former publisher of Eating Well magazine, faced the same challenges with her two
young daughters, and she sought a solution. Now in The Sneaky Chef, Lapine presents over 75 recipes that ingeniously
disguise the most important superfoods inside kids' favorite meals. With the addition of a few simple make-ahead purees
or clever replacements, (some may surprise you!) parents can pack more fiber, vitamins, and antioxidants in their kids'
foods. Examples of “Sneaky” recipes include: No Harm Chicken Parm Power Pizza Incognito Burritos Guerilla Grilled
Cheese Brainy Brownies Health-by-Chocolate Cookies Quick fixes for Jell-O(R)
When Bruno Sacco walked through the doors on his first day at Mercedes-Benz on 13 January 1958, it is highly unlikely
that his Daimler-Benz colleagues could ever imagine that this nervous young man would not only revolutionize design but
would change the way design and innovation connected with brand tradition forever. Bruno Sacco is one of the most
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influential automotive designers of the late twentieth century; many models launched during his era now characterize the
Mercedes-Benz brand. When Nik Greene asked Bruno Sacco to assist with this book, he replied humbly "No-one designs
a car alone, and more to the point, I never, for one minute, wanted to. From the moment I became Head of Design, I put
down my pens and became a manager of minds." With over 330 photographs and illustrations, this book includes an
overview of the early days of functional vehicle design and the influence of safety on design evolution. The protagonists
of Daimler-Benz design from Hermann Ahrens to Paul Bracq are covered. Design philosophy and innovation under Bruno
Sacco is discussed along with the Sacco-designed cars and, finally, the Bruno Sacco legacy.
Discover Nature's Treatment for Stress, Anxiety, and Insomnia Kava has been used ritually and medicinally in the islands
of the South Pacific for centuries. Widely used in Europe, this amazing herb has been shown to relieve tension and
anxiety while maintaining alertness. In larger doses kava promotes deep, restful sleep. Safe, natural, and inexpensive,
kava is the perfect supplement for today's stress-filled lifestyle, and the ideal alternative to drugs such as Valium.
"Authoritative, fascinating, and richly readable, this book tells you what you want to know about kava and guides you in
using it." —James S. Gordon., M.D., Director of the Center for Mind-Body Medicine and author of Manifesto for a New
Medicine "An engaging and informative guide to understanding and using kava." —Jack Canfield, coauthor of Chicken
Soup for the Soul "A valuable contribution to the body of kava literature. Sharing a seasoned clinician's positive
experience, the authors cast a deservedly cool light on Valium and its chemical cousins, and let kava emerge as a safe,
effective remedy for stress and anxiety." —Chris Kilham, author of Kava, Medicine Hunting in Paradise
The BMW 4 Series Service Manual: 2014-2016 contains in-depth maintenance, service and repair information for the
BMW 4 Series from 2014 to 2016. The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, step-bystep procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual
helps you understand, care for and repair your 4 Series.The do-it-yourself BMW owner will find this manual indispensable
as a source of detailed maintenance and repair information. Even if you have no intention of working on your vehicle, you
will find that reading and owning this manual makes it possible to discuss repairs more intelligently with a professional
technician.Features:*Maintenance procedures from changing the cabin microfilter to replacing and registering a new
battery. This manual tells you what to do and how and when to do it.*Front-to-rear fluid and lubricant service, including
xDrive transfer case fluid and ATF.*Cylinder head cover gasket and crankshaft seal replacement.*Cooling system,
thermostat and radiator service.*Gasoline fuel and ignition system diagrams and explanations for turbo-valvetronic-direct
injection (TVDI) engines.*Service and repair information on BMW EfficientDynamics technology, such as Valvetronic,
xDrive, TwinPower turbo, and DSC (dynamic stability control).*Twin scroll (gasoline) turbocharger replacement for 4- and
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6-cylinder engines.*Step-by-step variable camshaft timing (VANOS) service.*Suspension repairs, including wheel bearing
replacement.*Brakes, steering and ABS troubleshooting and repair.*Heating and air-conditioning repair, including A/C
component replacement.*Body and lid repairs and adjustments, including Gran Coupe tailgate and rear
doors.*Retractable hardtop service, including electrical, mechanical and hydraulic component operation, locations and
replacement.*Electrical system service, with an easy-to-use illustrated component locator section.*Comprehensive wiring
schematics, including fuses and grounds.*BMW OBD II diagnostic trouble codes, SAE-defined OBD II P-codes, as well
as basic scan tool operation.*BMW factory tolerances, wear limits, adjustments and tightening torques.Engines:*N20
engine: 428i, including xDrive*N26 (SULEV) engine: 428i including xDrive*N55 engine: 435i, including xDriveManual
transmissions:*GS6-17BG (4-cylinder models)*GS6-45BZ (6-cylinder models, RWD)*GS6X-45BZ (6-cylinder models,
with xDrive)Automatic transmissions:*ZF GA8HP45Z
Seasoned stomper Julia Bradbury dons her walking boots once again to explore the canals of Britain and their
accompanying towpath trails. Accompanying the four part BBC television series, the walks featured in this book follow a
hidden network of locks, bridges, aqueducts and tunnels, perfect for walkers wanting to explore on foot. It was canals that
transformed Britain into an economic superpower, the transport arteries at the heart of an expanding industrial age. By
the late 1700s Canal Mania was sweeping the nation and a new and growing network of transport superhighways
dominated the landscape. Canals had arrived connecting towns and cities with Britain's industrial heartlands and export
hubs. Here are four of the best walks, all offering an insight into Britain's industrial heritage. Navigating Highland Glens,
rolling countryside, river valleys and our industrial heartland these waterways cut a sedate path through some of the
country's finest scenery. Today, over 2,000 miles of restored canals offer a gateway into a different world. This book
covers four different walks: 1. Llangollen Canal- 'A Stream Through The Skies' (North Wales) 2. Caledonian Canal- 'From
Coast to Coast' (Highlands) 3. Worcester & Birmingham Canal- 'Industrial Revelations' (Birmingham) 4. Kennet & Avon
Canal- 'Restoration & Renaissance' (Bath)
The Mercedes 126 S-Class of 1979-1991 remains the most successful premium saloon in the company's history and is
considered by many to be one of the best cars in the world. "You don't simply decide to buy an S-Class: it comes to you
when fate has ordained that your life should take that course. The door closes with a reassuring clunk - and you have
arrived,” said the sales brochure of the first real Sonderklasse, the W116. With over 300 colour photos and production
histories and specifications for both Generation One and Two models, this is an essential resource for anyone with an
interest in this timeless car. The book covers an overview of the key personalities who drove the development of this
model; the initial 116 Sonderklasse and its subsequent evolution; the history and personality of each model and finally
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detailed analysis of the different engines - both petrol and diesel. This essential resource explores both the technical and
social sides of how this legend was born and is superbly illustrated with 314 colour photographs.
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